SCREWNOMICS
How Our Economy Works Against Women and What We Can Do to Make Real and Lasting Change
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Screwnomics*  
How Our Economy Works Against Women and Real Ways to Make Lasting Change

“A smart, comprehensive economics guide with a feminist twist.”  
— Kirkus Reviews
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*The economic theory that women should always work for less, or better, for free
WHERE CAN I GET SOME CHANGE??!
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We're had enough EconoMansplaining!

Girlfriends tackling economics together helps!

Exactly! It doesn't have to be this way!

#EconoMeToo
It's time for women to make change!
show her it's a man's world

Van Heusen man's world

For men only!...brand new man-talking, power-packed patterns that...
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Women’s Economic Big Picture*

*WOMEN WERE THE FIRST PROPERTY
At the foundation of every so-called “civilization” and its accumulated wealth,
you find women’s reproductive powers held by force, law, religion and custom
as wives, concubines, and slaves.
How can women know they are no longer property?

1. Property has no need for EDUCATION!
2. Property has no need for ASSETS & INCOME!
3. Property has no need to VOTE! or RUN!
EconoMan is an attitude.
Figure 2. Expectations-adjusted Phillips Curve
When Money Talks in a Female Voice....

Families and home are not a “separate sphere,” or the “informal” economy. They’re the “foundational economy.”
When Money Talks in a Female Voice….

Workers are not company or corporate “costs,” but “assets”—not property, but investors, stakeholders, and co-operative owners.
When Money Talks in a Female Voice....

Currency and wealth needn’t be scarce, and you, too, can own a bank!
We can stop waging economics as war, and start waging life.